Abstract-The object of spectrum assignment is to build its own ordered spectrum environment and maintain uninterruptedly spectrum resource control. In this article, we build a mathematical model and put forward the hybrid TD (table dispatching method) and the AD (auxiliary decision method) algorithm. The results show that this method is contributed to minimize the allocation time, reduce the technical background demand and improve the decision veracity.
INTRODUCTION
It is a paradox in the area of wireless communication that total frequency spectrum available has been exhaust while much of them have been fairly underutilized [1] . But to the best of our knowledge, there exist only a few literatures-which focused on spectrum decision, among which few take both of short-term and long-term information into consideration. Nowadays, due to the booming informationized weapon industry and the comprehensive strengthen of equipment informationization, the spectrum environment of vessel formation is more and more complicate. To solve the problem of artificial spectrum shortage and deployable difficulty, we analysis two aspect problems: build the mathematical model and combine the table dispatching method and the auxiliary decision to solve the allocation question [2] .
II. THE SPECTRUM ALLOCATION PROJECT DESIGN
Due to the development of the mode of operations, it is the common view that frequency is as important as bullet. We characterize the mathematical model as follows: (1) The vessel formation scenes are divided into several different scene; (2) We analysis the interference pattern and spectrum management demand of specific scene, then we get the optimal spectrum management program and put the scene and spectrum management program to the CBR (Case-Based Reasoning) library ;(3) The spectrum allocation question of the vessel formation will be seen as a new scene. If there is no same scene, we will use the suggested arithmetic to get the solution.
The spectrum allocation mathematical model is characterized as follows: how to find the best spectrum allocation matrix A to let the benefit U(R) be maximum for the spectrum matrix L, benefit matrix , spectrum interference matrix have be known [3] .
Suppose there is equipment and M frequency band. We define the spectrum matrix L, benefit matrix B, spectrum interference matrix L, best spectrum allocation matrix A and the benefit U(R):
denotes the equipment n (1 ) can use spectrum m (1 ) Benefit matrix B:
is the benefit when equipment n (1 ) use spectrum m (1 ), of cause, when .
Spectrum interference matrix C:
shows interference exist when equipment n and k (1 use spectrum m (1 at the same time.
No interference matrix A:
shows the equipment n (1 )use spectrum m (1 ).
The whole benefit can describe by:
So we can easily get that the spectrum allocation question can transform into the following optimization problem:
International
III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Table Dispatching Method to Solve Spectrum Allocation Question
In the case of interference, the objective of spectrum allocation of vessel formation is to guarantee that the equipments which have priority can use the spectrum by the means of reasonable spectrum allocation [4] . It is contain two problems: first, get the priority of this equipment; second, confirm the spectrum allocation as effective as possible.
Suppose there is N equipment and M frequency band.
The priority weight of the equipment in different spectrum band can be described as the following matrix:
where is the priority weight of j equipment when it use ith spectrum band.
We translate the priority weight matrix into cost matrix Z.
. 
